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ments in bathing and dressing may be avoided by knowing
the best technic of handling him and by providing clothing
which is easily put on — garments open all the way down
the back and fastened with a few easily adjusted tapes or
buttons. Awkward and uncomfortable handling is a source
of irritation. Since many babies thoroughly enjoy the bath,
a bath battle is usually due to lack of skill in giving the
bath. Even putting on winter clothing may be done with
smiles and frolic. The mother should give care and thought
to teaching the baby to accept cheerfully bathing, dressing,
and other necessary details of everyday living. If the baby is
interested in helping to put his arms into the sleeves, and his
legs into the leggings, and in otherwise taking an active part
in dressing himself, anger will be avoided because his move-
ments and desires are no longer being thwarted, but rather
are being aided by the mother.
In the second place, unnecessary interference with the
baby's activities should be avoided. If carrying the baby
away from some interesting activity is necessary, his attention
may first be attracted to some little object which he may
carry with him without interfering with his mother's plans.
In the third place, continued failure to get things he wants
should be avoided. If tlie baby cannot reach something
which he desires, the object should be moved a little nearer
so that it may be obtained with reasonable effort, or a stick
should be provided with which he can secure the object if
he has sufficient sagacity to see the relationship between the
stick and the object. Helping the baby in these indirect
ways prevents the response of anger from occurring, and
gives the infant a sense of achievement in place of a sense
of failure and thwarting. Of course, there are some things
he cannot do and some objects he should not touch, but in a
home built for babies, such objects are not numerous, and
the baby soon learns not to bother with them. Helping the
baby to avoid frequent failure is not incompatible with the
suggestion previously made to interfere as little as possible
with the child's activities, in order not to remove stimuli to
effort and reasoning. The assistance given should be just

